Accelerating Reading Achievement At Our School with Squiggle Park!
Personalized video games for pre-K to grade 2* kids to improve skills required for reading through play.

Dashboards allow educators an easy way to track progress.

It’s fun and it works!

*Games are best suited for students in grades pre-K to grade 1 and struggling readers in grade 2.
8 reasons why Squiggle Park stands out for schools
1. It’s easy to set up and play.
2. Students love to play and stay engaged.
3. It measures student mastery not just completion.
4. Data helps inform instruction.
5. Games are personalized for each student based on skill.
6. Essential reading skills games are housed in one place.
7. Clear dashboards offer easy class and school progress tracking.
8. Games and pedagogy are built by teachers and educational researchers.
Why Squiggle Park works for principals
Squiggle Park is so easy to use, it levels the playing field for all teachers - even the ones who aren’t expert with technology.

Squiggle Park is affordable and can fit into school budgets.

Squiggle Park focuses on the hard skills like letters, phonemes, blending and more that are foundational to truly improve reading.

Squiggle Park aggregates data so teachers and principals can identify gaps and support their students in reaching reading goals.
Ways data informs teacher instruction
Data shows trends of whole class and by individual student

Identifies gaps to narrow focus during a guided reading lesson

Helps teaching assistants to get to know students quickly

Provides individual data for an IEP or parent conference
Buying Squiggle Park for our classrooms
SCHOOL LICENSE

Your School has the opportunity to buy a school license with all games and aggregated reports for schools on or after January 1, 2017 for $1,000 USD per year.

CLASSROOM LICENSE

Need one or more single classroom licenses. New Squiggle Park educators who join on or after January 1, 2017 will get Squiggle Park pro license for $249 USD per year.
What teachers are saying... :D
I am a part of a successful district with high performing students but I have a few in my class who were struggling with reading. I decided to double the time these students played Squiggle Park and over the course of five weeks, they have been able to catch up to the strong readers. We are thrilled with this progress and love Squiggle Park.

Sarah Long, Pink Elementary, Frisco, TX
We are loving @squiggleparkedu 😊. We switched it up today by trying it on computers instead of the iPads! #pilot #readingfun
One of my struggling readers was so proud of her progression through the levels, her face was glowing as she told me how far she had come! My students are always asking to go on Squiggle Park, even when taking a break!

Samantha Zeek, Teacher
St. Johnsbury School, VT
@TiogueSchool Ss r loving @squiggleparkedu - learning to read in such a fun way! #lblri
#engagement 😊💻👍
In regards to the pedagogy: Wow! This overview is very interesting and makes complete sense. I am so excited to be using Squiggle Park.

John Miholics, Teacher
Hamilton-Wentworth DSB, ON
@squiggleparkedu Visiting Sherman Elementary. Cole says, “I rocked this! I love Squiggle Park.”
@TechWPS @DeniseBilodeau3 edtech literacy SquiggleParkEdu

@teachpreziosi This is awesome! I love his confidence! 👏🏻
10:58 AM - 30 Jan 2017
I love that it is such a purposeful game. The students are really learning!

Jennifer Douglas,
Kindergarten Teacher,
Crafton, PA
I walked into one of our classes while students were playing Squiggle Park and not one of them turned around. They normally want to see who is arriving but they were so engaged they didn’t even notice!

Tracy Alex, Reading Support and Kindergarten Teacher, Pittsburgh, PA